myComply
Smart Badge
Tap Phone to Badge or Sticker
Want to see what training Joe has?

Tap phone to Smart Badge to view Joe's training.
The Hat Badge

$5/Badge

Walk on the job site and see people with the blue myComply hardhat stickers, those are Smart Badges.

Check worker training and certifications on the job site by tapping the hardhat Smart Badge with your phone. This pulls up a worker’s myComply profile, no more carrying lists or paper copies to site.

Everything you need to show your safety reports, stuck to your hardhat.
The Card Badge

$5/Badge

A card built to attach to your toolbelt, vest, or to place in your wallet.

The myComply Card Smart Badge allows workers to show their certifications by presenting the plastic card on site. Tap the card with your phone and view a worker’s myComply profile.

Everything you need to show your safety reports, in your wallet, on your belt or attached to your vest.
How does it work?

Near-field communication (NFC) is used in myComply’s Smart Badge, which allows the Smart Badges to communicate with various devices.

Typically, a user would use their smartphone to tap a badge. Bring the badge within 4cm of your phone, your smartphone will then pull up the worker’s profile and training information.

Have you ever tapped to pay with a credit or debit card? We’re using the same technology!
Want to see what training Beth has?

Tap phone to Smart Badge to view Beth’s training.
Tap & View Profiles

Tap the badge with your phone, and immediately pull safety information.

On older phones you may have to download the myComply Smart Badge app to pull information.
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Easily Programmable

Program your badges from your laptop or desktop computer (PC/Mac).

Plug the USB writer into the computer and write NFC tags to unique myComply profiles. Set badge on USB writer and follow steps to write tag to unique worker profile.

Once the tag is written, it’s ready to display training information when tapped by smartphone.
Interested? Contact Us

The Smart Badge is in development, but in a few short weeks we will have working units for myComply’s network of contractors and subcontractors.

If you are interested in trying out some units for your team, please get in touch with us at:

team@mycomply.net
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